
The Unforgettable Tale of Northern Generals:
Colonel Red Reeder

Once upon a time, in the midst of a long and treacherous war, a hero emerged
from the ranks of the Northern Generals. His name was Colonel Red Reeder, and
his extraordinary bravery and leadership were renowned throughout the land.
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A Committed General Leading with Valor

Colonel Red Reeder was no ordinary soldier. With his fiery red hair and striking
green eyes, he stood out from the crowd. But it was his unwavering commitment
to his troops that truly set him apart.
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From the earliest days of his military career, Reeder had shown tremendous
dedication to the cause. He fought fiercely for justice and righteousness, always
putting the needs of his men above his own. His troops respected him immensely,
considering him both a leader and a friend.

Battles and Victories

The Colonel's greatest feats took place on the battlefield. His strategic genius and
tactical prowess allowed him to outmaneuver even the most formidable
opponents. He led his troops to victory after victory, pushing the boundaries of
what was once thought possible.

One of his most memorable triumphs occurred during the Battle of Greenfield.
Outnumbered and facing seemingly insurmountable odds, Colonel Red Reeder
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devised a plan so audacious that his fellow generals called it impossible.
However, his unwavering belief in the abilities of his troops proved them wrong.

Under the Colonel's command, the Northern Generals executed a brilliantly
coordinated attack, catching their enemies off guard. The battle raged fiercely
throughout the day, but at nightfall, victory belonged to Colonel Red Reeder and
his men. The battlefield was strewn with enemy forces in retreat, and the
Colonel's troops emerged unscathed.
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A Beloved Hero and His Legacy

Colonel Red Reeder's numerous acts of heroism earned him the respect and
admiration of both his allies and enemies. His leadership style was unique, as he
genuinely cared for the well-being of his troops. Many soldiers credited their
survival and accomplishments to the Colonel's steadfast guidance and support.

Upon his retirement from the military, Colonel Red Reeder continued to serve his
community. He established a foundation to provide aid and assistance to
veterans in need, ensuring that their sacrifices would not be forgotten.

Remembering Colonel Red Reeder

Although many years have passed since the time of Colonel Red Reeder, his
legacy lives on. Books and articles have been written about his bravery and
exceptional leadership. Statues have been erected in his honor, reminding future
generations of the impact one individual can have.

Colonel Red Reeder remains an unforgettable figure in the history of the Northern
Generals, a shining example of valor and dedication. His name will forever echo
through the annals of time, reminding us of the extraordinary actions that can be
achieved in the face of adversity.
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Once a friend asked, “Why are Americans interested in the Civil War? Why is it
studied when it is out of date?”

Not only is this war part of our heritage, but the unequal struggle between
Americans, that lasted a surprising four years, has held the keen interest of
millions of people since the surrender at Appomattox in April, 1865.

Although it may be called “the first of the modern wars,” the tactics of the Civil
War are out of date. It was fought at a transitory time in warfare, when rifled
muskets and artillery had begun to convert warfare into a long-range business.
Most of the generals, accustomed only to the older, smooth-bore, short-range
weapons, had not discovered the terrible error of simple and direct assault on
fortifications, an error that later generals repeated in the First World War. Basic
elements of the strategy employed by the Union in the Civil War are worthy of
study, and are still effective.

Of prime interest in the Civil War is the way generals led their men. Civil War
lessons in leadership are good for all time.

Early in the Civil War, Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles talked about the
faulty leadership of many senior officers fighting for the Union. He said they did
not lack education (many of them were engineers), but they did not possess the
art of controlling men, and could not direct large bodies of soldiers in offensive
warfare. He said two other indispensable traits lacking were audacity and fierce
desire for encounter. With the future of the Union and men’s lives depending on
numbers of inexperienced and incompetent leaders, these faults deepened the
terror of the Nation’s worst tragedy.
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Effective leadership is hard work. Taking care of men requires thoughtfulness and
labor.

There are endless combinations of traits and qualities of leadership which
successful and unsuccessful soldiers may possess. A homely way of summing up
the actions and traits required in an excellent leader is, “You have to be yourself
and you have to be good.” But this simple expression, like every definition of the
qualities required for leadership, fails to detail the necessary traits. No general
statement, or text, on the art of leadership can supply the how that will solve
every situation.

That is impossible, for no man leads exactly as another. The Civil War leadership
of Major General “Uncle John” Sedgwick, warm and friendly, was far removed
from the cold methods of Brigadier General Ranald Slidell Mackenzie, which
obtained the same results. There are no “musts” that decree exactly how a man
should lead. The leader’s brain, his background, training, personality, initiative,
alertness, common sense, and other factors are involved.

In this book are the traits, characteristics, and personalities of numerous Union
generals. To bind the whole together and show how the leadership qualities or
lack of them affected results, the framework and strategy of the war as well as
parts of the political background are included.

Personal characteristics ingrained in leaders, perhaps early in their lives,
influenced the campaigns and the war. The traits which General Sherman
exhibited in Georgia and in the Carolinas not only influenced the strategy of the
war, and its results, but the feelings of people for over one hundred years.

After the Civil War, Sherman explained his success as a leader by saying, “The
true way to be popular with troops is not to be free and familiar with them, but to



make them believe you know more than they do.” Followers usually know less
than the leader, but if General Sherman was serious after that comma, he was on
thin ice, for bluffing is a dangerous expedient.

Jealousies and conflicts in personalities are the grit that make the job of getting
along with people challenging. Ability to work productively with others, and the
ability to understand people, are two important factors in the success of a
business man. They are also vitally significant to a military leader in both peace
and war.
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